SSCi DeSigner Series Cylinders
introducing more design features for unmatched flexibility by

Unlimited Cylinder Possibilities!!
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SSCi DESIGN SERIES CYLINDERS
by Solid State Luminaires are

engineered to combine unique

Glow Effects with specification
grade lighting performance. These
high-powered interior fixtures offer
design features that make them the
most versatile cylinder series on
the market. The basic cylinder body
has no visible seams or fasteners
and is engineered with advanced
Thru-Cool™ heat dissipation
technology. Specifiers can choose
from the widest variety of control
capabilities and power features
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Design & Construction: With no visible seems or
fasteners make the SSCi Cylinder line the sleekest
looking cylinder on the market. Engineered with a
revolutionary heat dissipation component, these highly
modular fixtures come available with style options that
create limitless possibilities for any lighting specifiers dream
application. Toolless field interchangeable optics, and twist lock
mounting make installation quick and easy. From the wide variety of mounting capabilities,
optical distributions, and optional accessories, these Cylinders have an unmatched flexibility
for specifying powerful lighting with an equally sophisticated style.
Glow Effects: Halo lighting from the top of a surface mounted fixture and a variety of
Glow Diffuser lengths create an intriguing lighting effect for the SSCi high-powered
indoor cylinders.
Direct & Indirect: Solid State Luminaires pushes the capabilities of up and down cylinder
lighting to include stylish up lighting for pendant and wall mount applications.

Style & Accessories: Add to your dream specification and create striking lighting effects
with Cluster lighting or an Angle Cut visor. Limitless design flexibility to enhance mood and
environment. SSCi Series Cylinders come in 2.5", 4", 6", 8" and 10" diameters that are
available from 6” up to 20” long.
Optics & Color Control: Optimal lighting and control flexibility is achieved by adding
several power, dimming and EMR options. Combined with Field Interchangeable Optics
and American engineered performance features Solid State Luminaires has created high
lumen output with a high efficacy. Offering Dim to Warm, Tunable White and Static Colors.
Multiplied by a large variety of beam patterns SSCi Series Cylinders 		
hands down outperform the competition.
Power, Dimming & EMR Flexibility: Offering the widest variety of integral power and
control options on the market today! Available with Dali, DMX, ELV, 0-10% and Bi-Level
Dimming options. Integral power supply, EMR and Wireless control compatible with all
control and dimming protocols. Lutron Ecosystem® compatibility and eldoLED drivers
are also available. A variety of Power options and Dimming Controls with zero flicker during
color transitions round out the most comprehensive cylinder lighting solutions 		
available on the market today.

available. This cylinder line offers
high performance plus the addition
of Halo and Glow Diffuser effects.
The combination of specifications,
design features and accessories
make it one of a kind!
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